
 

  

 

Dinova, Inc., the only innovative, proprietary marketplace exclusively focused on 

connecting expense account diners to quality restaurants nationwide, announced 

today that it has surpassed $6 billion in business dining spend influence. Dinova's 

marketplace increased steadily in 2016, which has resulted in this huge milestone for 

the company at the onset of 2017. Like other successful internet marketplaces, such 

as Airbnb and Uber, Dinova is quickly penetrating this burgeoning market and is 

progressing into a successful mid-size growth company. 

"I am ecstatic that we are able to start 2017 with such an incredible 

announcement," said Vic Macchio, CEO and founder of Dinova. "As we continue to 

forge ahead and add more restaurants and top corporations around the country, we 

continue to provide a unique marketplace that is only available by joining Dinova." 

Dinova has also continued to add diverse restaurant concepts to its marketplace 

throughout 2016 and starts 2017 with three new groups including Snarf's 

Sandwiches, the Fine Indian Dining Group, and the unique movie theater 

microbrewery, Flix Brewhouse. 

  



Executive Chef and Owner of Fine Indian Dining Group, Hemant Mathur, has spent 

decades cultivating spectacular recipes and dishes for many fine establishments. In 

2015, he joined the Fine Indian Dining Group, founded by Shiva Natarajan, in New 

York with Indian dining concepts such as Chote Nawab, Dhaba, Haldi, and Sahib, all 

found in New York. Fine Indian Dining Group ensures delicious signature dishes and 

specials that are inspired by each concept's regional focus. 

"Dinova's marketplace provides our restaurants with that extra enhancement to 

reach a target audience of business diners nationwide, which also complements our 

current marketing efforts," said Hemant Mathur, Executive Chef and Owner of Fine 

Indian Dining Group. "Participating in Dinova's network is an important resource 

that gives us access to an influential customer segment which is vital to expanding 

our reach and increasing traffic at our restaurants." 


